GAMING ALT. CHANNEL 2019 PR PRODUCT COPY
BARREL OF MONEKYS CANDY CANE EDITION
(HASBRO/ Ages 3 years & up/ Players: 1+/ Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/ Available: Fall 2019)
Help these monkeys make some sweet connections! The holiday season is a great time to play the
BARREL OF MONKEYS CANDY CANE Edition game with family and friends. When players throw their
monkeys out on a table, their arms and candy canes are tangled up together, so here comes the
challenge: who can pick up one monkey and then pick up another monkey by the first monkey's arm or
candy cane, then continue to make a monkey chain? Be careful…dropping a monkey means that turn is
over! The first player to hook together 14 monkeys wins! Available select retailers.

HASBRO GAMING ROADTRIP MONOPOLY Edition
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-4 / Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/ Available: Spring 2019)
Introducing classic MONOPOLY gameplay in a convenient and sleek portable case. Players can open the
case, begin gameplay, pause the game and close the case, then open it again later to pick up where they
left off. This edition is a travel-themed version of the classic MONOPOLY game. All the properties are
based on fun road trip attractions such as diners and amusement parks. Instead of buying houses and
hotels, players pay the cost of admission or the bill. An exclusive Hasbro Gaming Road Trip rule adds a
new twist to gameplay allowing players to take a shortcut on their way to owning it all. The player with
money left when all the other players have gone bankrupt wins! Available at select retailers.
HASBRO GAMING ROAD TRIP CLUE Edition
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-4 / Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/ Available: Spring 2019)
Introducing classic CLUE gameplay in a convenient and sleek portable case. Players can open the case,
begin gameplay, pause the game and close the case, then open it again later to pick up where they left
off. With this edition of the popular “whodunit” game, an exclusive Hasbro Gaming Road Trip rule adds a
new twist to gameplay by advancing a player to the room of their choice. Just like in the original CLUE
board game, players eliminate information to discover the “who”, “what”, and “where” to win this
travel edition of the CLUE game. Available at select retailers.
HASBRO GAMING ROAD TRIP TROUBLE Edition
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-4 / Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/ Available: Spring 2019)
Introducing classic TROUBLE gameplay in a convenient and sleek portable case. Players can open the
case, begin gameplay, pause the game and close the case, then open it again later to pick up where they
left off. Players might get trapped by rolling a Road Block or get protection by rolling their Passage Peg
as they try to be the first one to get their pegs to the Finish line to win. With this edition of the TROUBLE
game, an exclusive Hasbro Gaming Road Trip rule adds a new twist to gameplay allowing players to zip
across the board when landing on a Short Cut space. Available at select retailers.
CANDY LAND WINTER ADVENTURES Board Game
(HASBRO/ Ages 3 years & up/ Players: 2-4 / Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/ Available: Fall 2019)

It's going to be a sweet celebration with this special edition of the beloved CANDY LAND board game.
Who will be the first player to arrive at the winter party at Chillymint Mansion? Move along the CANDY
LAND path featuring a winter wonderland scene and imagine lots of sweet adventures along the way!
CANDY LAND WINTER ADVENTURES Edition includes 44 cards, 4 plastic tokens, and game rules.
Available at select retailers
CLUE: NORTH POLE Edition Game
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players 3-6/ Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/ Available Fall 2019)
It's the CLUE game with a holiday twist! In this suspenseful game, players have to find out which elf is
responsible for taking all the holiday gifts. Get the scoop on the characters, items, and rooms, and start
detecting! Was it Plumtart with the candy cane in the Toy Workshop? Or Pinewreath with the fruitcake
in the Reindeer Stable? Eliminate information throughout the game in this whodunit. When a player is
ready to make an accusation, they secretly look at the cards placed in the Sleigh Room on the game
board to reveal Who, What, and Where. A correct accusation wins the game! Available select retailers
BASKET BOUNCE Mini Action Game
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 1+/ Approx. Retail Price: $4.99/ Available: Fall 2019)
Shoot it, bounce it, sink the shot! Kids can bounce their way to a win by getting all 3 balls into the
wobbling tower. After acing that game challenge, complete the other 4 to become the ultimate Bounce
Master! Kids can play the Basket Bounce game solo or challenge friends. Available at select retailers
DON’T STEP IN IT REINDEER Edition
(HASBRO/ Ages 4 years & up/ Players: 1+/ Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/ Available: Fall 2019)
It's a holiday-themed edition of the hugely popular DON’T STEP IN IT! game. The reindeer are in town
and they've left a few presents along the way. While blindfolded, players take turns smacking down on
the snowflakes that have been randomly spread on a table, and then collecting them for the win. But
watch out! Little piles of soft compound molded in the shape of reindeer poop have been strategically
placed around the snowflakes. If players smoosh a poop their turn is over. The player who collects the
most snowflakes wins the game. Players can use their feet, too, by placing the snowflakes on a vinyl or
tile floor and placing the poops on the snowflakes. Available at select retailers

